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Watkins Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 159 pages. Dimensions: 7.6in. x
4.9in. x 0.6in.In this easy-to-follow book you will learn simple, easy techniques and shortcuts to help
enhance the power of your memory. From memorizing a speech or a simple shopping list to
remembering peoples names and faces You Can Train Your Brain to Remember is an invaluable
guide to help you train your brain for peak performance. The book includes: A simple overview to
help you understand how your memory works. Techniques you can use to improve your memory,
including visualisation, imagination and association. Specific methods such as Visual Pegs, the
Story Method, the Journey Method, the Number Shape, Mind Maps and Dominics very own method
as well as many others. Specific techniques for specific purposes which include, making a speech,
keeping a date, remembering a name and reading and retaining. You Can Train Your Brain to
Remember puts improved storage, retention and recollection within reach of us all. This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins
This is the very best pdf i actually have study right up until now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this created e book. Your daily life
span will be enhance as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of. Johnson Ruther for d
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